LESSON VOCABULARY AND FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGE PAGE
1 dog, Hello, What's your name?, I'm ... 6
2 apple, burger, ice cream, milk, pizza, sandwich, Byel, Look!, I like ... , Oh, no! 8
3 blue, green, orange, pink, red, yellow, ball, My favourite colour is ... 10
4 bag, book, computer, desk, pen, pencil, What's this?, It's a ... 12
5 bird, cat, cow, frog, rabbit, sheep, I can see ... 14
1–10, stand up, sit down 16
7 mum, dad, brother, sister, baby, family, This is (my) ... 18
8 ears, eyes, hair, head, mouth, nose, I've got (one) ... 20
9 boat, bus, car, plane, train, Stop!, Go!, Look at ... 22
dress, hat, jacket, jeans, shirt, skirt, I want ... , please, Thanks! 24
11 eat, fly, jump, run, swim, walk, I can ... , Can you ... ?, yes, no 26
Review: Lessons 1–11, Story 1 28
13 Ao, apple, astronaut 32
14 Bb, balloon, boy 34
Cc, cake, camera, Happy birthday 36
16 Dd, dog, duck 38
17 Ee, ear, elephant 40
Review: Lessons 13–17, Story 2 42
19 Ff, fish, frog 46
20 Gg, girl, guitar 48
21 Hh, hat, horse 50
22 Ii, ice cream, iguana 52
23 Jj, jacket, jam 54
Review: Lessons 19–23, Story 3 56
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25 Kk, king, kitten, Oh, good! 60
26 Li, lemon, lollipop 62
27 Mm, monkey, mouse 64
28 Nn, nose, nut, Do you like ... ? 66
29 Os, onion, orange, Is it a/an ... ? 68
Review: Lessons 25–29, Story 4 70
31 Pp, panda, picnic, I'm hungry, Let's ... 74
32 Qq, queen, How are you?, I'm fine, thanks. 76
33 Rr, rat, rocket, Are you ready? 78
34 Sr, star, sun 80
35 Tt, tractor, tree 82
Review: Lessons 31–35, Story 5 84
37 Uu, umbrella, open ... , close ... 88
38 Vv, van, vet, Can you help me?, I can help you. 90
39 Ww, water, window 92
40 Xx, box, taxi 94
41 Yy, yellow, yo-yo 96
42 Zz, zebra, zoo 98
Review: Lessons 37–42, Story 6 100
Christmas ball, Christmas tree, present, Santa Claus, snowman, star, Merry Christmas! 104
Easter basket, candle, Easter egg, rabbit, Happy Easter! 106
Mother's / Father's Day card, chocolates, flowers, Happy Mother's / Father's Day! I love you., Thanks., ... for you. 108
Alphabet Chart 110

Stickers at the back of the book